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1. This is one in a series of papers (cf.), in particular, Acztl and Dar&q, 
1978) on a new, mixed (as distinguished from probabilistic and nonprobabi- 
listic) theory of information. 
It will not be supposed, however, that the reader is familiar with the results 
or even definitions of the previous papers. Also the underlying structure B will 
be slightly different. 
Let B be a Boolean ring of sets (containing the “whole set” Gr and, with any 
two sets, also their union and difference, thus also their intersection and the 
empty set 0; see, e.g., Halmos (1950)). We write 
f&i = I (Xl,X2,...,%J i, xi = L’; x, E B, x, n xj = 0 I=1 (1) 
if i # j, i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n ) 
I 
Q,” = (Xl ) x2 ,...) 
I 
x,) ij xi = $2; 0 # xi E B, x, n xi = 0 
i=l 
if i # j, i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n ; 
I 
r* = (p, , P, ,...P I fin) 1 f pj = l;pi > 0, i = 1*2,..., “1 7 
\ 
i=l 
(2) 
rn” = (PI, P, ,***, 
I 
pn) 1 i pi = 1;pi > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n . 
i-l i 
We use events .lci as the name for the elements of B, while the pi are probabilities. 
The following is a generalization of the problem rhetorically called “how to 
keep the expert (or forecaster) honest” (see, e.g., McCarthy, 1956; Marschak, 
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1959; Good, 1952, 1954; AczCl and Pfanzagl, 1966; Fischer, 1972; AczCl and 
Ostrowski, 1973; Aczel, 1973, 1974; Aczel and Daroczy, 1975; Walter, 1976). 
Let the events ri ,... , X, be results of an experiment (market situation, weather, 
etc.). We are interested in their probabilities, so we ask an expert. He may know 
the true probabilities (or, at least, have subjective probabilities) p, , p, ,..., p, , 
but tells us qi, q2 ,..., qn instead. Till now everything is very realistic. Now we 
make the somewhat idealistic assumption that the expert agrees to be paid, the 
amount fk(rli, qr), after one (and only one) of the events, X~ , happens. So his 
expected gain is 
We want to keep him honest by a method usually applied for the opposite 
purpose, namely money: we determine the payoflfunctions fk so that his expected 
gain is maximal if he told the truth, i.e., 
for all (x1 ,... , h) E -% or Qno; (p, ,..., p ), (ql ,..., qn) E r, or r,‘. 
As we see, we allow the payoff functions to depend, in addition to the (true or 
alleged) probabilities, upon the events themselves or on other parameters 
associated to the events, for instance, their utility. While no dependence between 
xii and pk , qk is assumed in general, it seems reasonable to suppose that xI; -2 0 
implies p, = qk = 0. One should require 
qk = 0 * p, = 0, 0 ’ fk(x, 0) = 0 (k = 1, 2 ,..., n), (4) 
since fk(x, 0) may not be defined [cf. (1 I), (12), (14), and (15) below]. We will 
solve the above problem without any regularity assumption on fk _ Also, while the 
problem allows all n 3 2 in (3), we will suppose (3) only for one fixed n > 2 
(the theorems are not true if (3) is supposed only for n = 2, see AC&l-Pfanzagl, 
1966; Fischer, 1972). However, we emphasize that (3) is supposed for all 
(x1 ,..., x,) E 52, or QR,” and for all (pi ,..., p ), (ql ,..., qn) E r, or r,“. The 
results will turn out to be related to the Shannon entropy and to the inset 
entropies calculated by AczCl and Daroczy (1978). 
2. In the classical, probabilistic theory, the payoff functions fk do not 
depend upon the events .u~ , only upon the probabilities. Most of the attention 
has been focused (see the works quoted in the previous paragraph) on the case 
where all payoff functions are the same fi = fi = ... = fn = f (cf., however, 
Good, 1954). For completeness’ sake we prove here first a theorem for the 
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general probabilistic case. (Note: After this paper was finished P. Fischer and 
P. Kardos informed me that they have found, but not published, the same 
theorem.) 
THEOREM 1. The inequality 
(5) 
is satisjied for one n > 2 and for all (PI ,..., p,), (ql ,..., q,,) E r,’ if, and only if, 
there exist constants 01 > 0, y1 ,..., y,, such that 
fk(P)=~l%P+Yk (pE]O, I[; h = 1, 2 ,..., n). (6) 
Proof. Choose p, =p, q1 = q, and p, = qi for all i > 2. Then [cf. (2)] 
p + pa = q + q2 = r and (5) reduces to 
or 
pf,(q) + (r - P)f& - 4) G PfdP) + (y - P)f& - PI 
##h(P) -fM b (r -PI [fz(y - 4) -fk - PII for allp, qE]O, Y[, rE]O, l[. 
(7) 
The domain, on which (7) h o Id s, is symmetric in p and q, so also 
q[f1(q) - h(P)1 2 (r - 4) [fz(y - PI - f2P - !?)I (8) 
has to hold on the same domain. Multiplying (7) by (T - q) and (8) by (r - p) 
and adding the two equations thus obtained, we get 
r(p - !I> [f,(p) -f1(q)l 2 0 
or p 3 q implies fi(p) > fi(q); that is, fi is monotonic nondecreasing and, similarly, 
the same holds for f2 . 
Also from (7) and (8), 
f,(P) - fi(4) 
P--n 
ies between 
r - P fB(T - 4) - f& - PI 9. - Q f& - 4) - f& - P) and - 
P (r - q> - (y - P> 4 (r - n) - (r - P) * 
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Thus, iff2 is d&$twatiable at r - p, thm fi is differentiable at p and 
Pf i(P) = (r - P)f ;l(r - P). (9) 
In other words, iffl is not dtj’j%rentiable at p, then f2 is not dt&rentiable at any 
Y - p E IO, 1 - p[. But this is impossible, since fi is monotonic and thus almost 
everywhere differentiable. Therefore fi (and similarly fi) is ewerywhere dif- 
ferentiable and (9) holds for a21 p ~10, l[. So (s = Y - p) pf i(p) = sf;(s) = 
01 (constant) (a > 0, since f is nondecreasing), i.e., 
f,(P) = (y 1% P + Yl 9 f,(P) = CY hz P + 72 
and similarly 
fk(P) = &!log P + Yr (p E IO, 1 [; 01 3 0; yl ,..., yn constants), 
which concludes the proof of the “only if” part of Theorem 1. As to the “if” 
part, it follows immediately from Shannon’s inequality (see, e.g., AczCl, 1973; 
AczCl and Daroczy, 1975) 
-~lPklog!lk>- i Pkl%Pk. 
k=l 
(10) 
The expression on the right side of (10) is Shannon’s entropy. 
3. Now we prove our main results in the “inset” case, that is, where the 
fk may also depend upon the events-or subsets--x,. 
THEOREM 2. Inequality (3) holds for afixed n > 2 andfor all (x1 ,.. , x,) E 8,; 
(Pl ,..*, P ), kl *.a., qJ E r,, ;f, and only ;f, there exists a constant (Y 2 0 and 
functions yr : B + R (k = 1, 2,..., n) such that (with the conventions 0 log 0 = 0 
and (4)) 
fk(Xk 9 1) 3 Yk(Xk), fJixk 9 pk) = O1 log Pk + Yktxk) (11) 
(X~E B, p,~]0, l[; k = 1,2 ,..., n). Thus the right-hand side of (3) reduces to 
a i Pk log?, + iI Yk(Xk)pk 
I;=1 
(pk E 10, 11; k = l,..., n). (12) 
Proof. Keep, for the time being, xk constant in (3) and write 
fk(P) = fJz(x, P). 
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Then (3) goes over into (5), and we can apply Theorem 1. Taking now the 
dependence upon xk: into consideration, (6) becomes 
fk(% 9 Pk) = 4%> 1% Pk + Y&d 
However, as seen in (6), 01 is the same for all xk , so c&) = a(xi) (i = 2, 3 ,..., n) 
and, choosing x, = 0 [cf. (2), (411, we see that 01 is constant and we get (11) as 
asserted. (By (4), p, = 1, pj = 0 (3’ # K) in (3) givesf,(x, 1) > 01 log qk: + yk(x). 
Sof&, 1) > n(x).) Th e “if” part is again a consequence of (10) and of (Y log 
q GO. 
We had to prove that all values of 01 are the same, not only for sets (elements 
of B) with empty intersection. This was easy because the substitution of 0 was 
permissible. However, with a little ffort one can prove a similar theorem also if 
(3) is supposed only for (x1 ,..., x,) E Q,“; (p, , p, , . . . . p,), (ql , q2 ,..., q,J E rno 
[cf. (119 cm 
Indeed, let X, , yr be two arbitrary (nonzero) elements of B, each contained 
ina(x,,x, ,..., z,)EQn,0,(y,,y2 ,..., y )~SZ,“.Since,withx,,x,,y,,y2,also 
(Xl\Yl) u x2 9 
(q\y,) u x :yl’xl) u yz ’ 
and X, n yr are elements of B, so also (x1 n yr , 
2 , ” 3 I..., 4 ~9,' and (xl nyl, (yl\4 UY, ,y3 ,...,YJ E%' and 
thus 
4%) = 4x3) = 4x1 nY1) = 4Y3) = 4Yl>. 
The only case where this does not work, is when x1 n yr = 0, but then there 
exists an i # 1 such that xi n y1 # 0 and so 01(xr) = c&) = a(yr). So the 
following is proved. 
THEOREM 3. Inequality (3) holdsfor aJixedn > 2 andfor all (xl ,..., x,) E l&“; 
(Pl Y...? P,), (cl1 ,***, q?l) E r71° $9 and only if, there exists a constant a! > 0 and 
functions yk: B\(O) -+ R (k = l,..., n) such that (11) holds for all xB E B\(O), 
PkE]O, I[ (h = 1,2 ,...) n). Then the right-hand side of (3) is again 
If fk may depend, in addition to qk , on the whole “experiment” (partition) 
( x1 )..., xk), it follows immediately from Theorem 1 that 
In Theorems 2, 3 we have shown that, in the case where fk depend only upon 
xlc , while obviously the yr also depend just upon xlc, the function OL is constant. 
We conclude by considering the inset case fi = f2 = ... = f,, = f. 
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COROLLARY. The inequality 
@kf(xk ’ %J d $Pkf(% ,pk) (13) 
holds for aJixed n > 2 andfor all (x1 ,..., x,) E Q;2, (OY Q,“); (p, ,..., p,), (a ,..., p,J 
E r, (OY I’,‘) if, and only if, there exists a constant (Y. > 0 and a function y: B -+ R 
such that 
f(% , Pk) = alog Pk + y(xk) fey au % E B (or EB\{O)), p, E IO, I[, 
[fh 1) 3 YWI, (h = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
(14) 
(with the conaentions (4) and 0 log 0 = 0). Thus the right-hund side of (13) 
reduces to 
a L$ Pk log Pk + f Pkdxk). 
k=l 
The latter is the sum of the expected value of a random variable and of a 
constant multiple of the Shannon entropy, just like the inset entropies with 
certain recursive or branching properties (cf. AczCl and Daroczy, 1978; Ng, 1977). 
Forte (1977) has dealt with a somewhat similar but, as he emphasized, dif- 
ferent situation where .Q , LX? ,..., x, are values of a random variable with pro- 
babilitiesp, , p, ,..., p, . The present discussion evidently applies to this situation 
(and more general ones) too and our formula (12) is very similar to formula (40) 
of Forte (1977). (The difference between (12), (15) and Forte (1977), Ng (1977), 
AczCl and Dardczy (1978) is the sign of 0~. This is explained in AczCl and Dar6czy 
(1975, Sect. 4.3).) 
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